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Yochanan/John 14

If a man has more than one KADOSH set-apart wife (let's hope more prove themselves worthy of that call) and Scripture seems to speak of separate tents as in Jacob’s case, just what does that term mean and how does that translate into practical terms?

Based on my studies and others confirmations, I see a separate tent likened unto the modern HOME with several bedrooms. I see each bedroom as a separate tent, as opposed to separate properties/home sites, as meeting the qualifications of a separate tent. I base this sound view on Yochanan/John 14: 1-43. The Father's house has MANY rooms for all of us, not many HOUSES/MANSIONS the modern day view of tents, due to FEAR of strife. FEAR is not a spirit given to us by the Father. 2 Timothy 1:7.

John 14:1-The Messiah said do not let your hearts be troubled as we believe in YHWH and so we also believe in Him as Planner. This is a preface to what He is about to share with us, even though initially we may be troubled at the message.

Verse 2- In My FATHER’S HOUSE are many ROOMS!!!! Why would we as believers be troubled about many ROOMS, as it appears in Aramaic and Greek. NOT MANSIONS, but rooms. Heaven is the mansion where the Father dwells; we will abide in our Bridegroom’s rooms/chamber. We are the COLLECTIVE single bride of Yahushua, but as members, we are many. This is confirmed in several places, such as Ephesians 5:28-33, where Messiah loves all of us and all of us are one with Him. He does not want to rotate between houses. He wants to be with all His wives in His Father’s abode. This is a mystery according to verse 32. The mystery is that Messiah is polygamous, in the sense that He holds a one flesh covenant with ALL HIS BRIDES. Men ought to love their wives in the same way.

Now back to John chapter 14. When eternity rolls around, how does Messiah house us? In separate mansions? NO. Remember that He said in the ONE HOUSE, where the many members of this mysterious plural family dwell, are many rooms. Heavenly rooms are equivalent to ancient tents, in the days when homes, closets and plumbing as we know it did not exist.

In John 14:3 we see the ancient biblical marriage chamber being prepared for ALL believers, or all the wives of Messiah, each of whom has a room and each of whom has a one flesh covenant with their bridegroom Yahushua and will consummate them all individually at His return after the Marriage Suppers of the Lamb. Because we are in Eruzin or betrothal, Yahshua must return from heaven as the resurrected Son of YHWH, because He must take all the members of His body to His Father’s house, in which there are many rooms of YICHUD. The YICHUD room is the room
where 2 (any 2) become one, the room of free intimacy and consummation. That is where Messiah has been for the last 2,000 years as High Priest, preparing multiple rooms in the one house.

If Yahusha portrayed himself as a serial monogamist, then no doubt it does not take 2,000 years to construct a single Yichud room-bridal chamber, or a single tent. But if multiple rooms are needed, that explains why it is taking so very long for Him to return. He has lots of room-tents to prepare and cannot prepare these rooms until He know how many to prepare, based on man’s free will. He is waiting for more brides to betroth as the fullness of the gentiles returns, so that He knows exactly how many Yichud rooms to construct and furnish. Note also in verse 3 He lives in this heavenly house [one house with all His brides] and when He returns all the rooms will be filled so that we may be with him in His Father’s House. The house is not Yahushua’s, but the brides do all belong to Him. He has the legal right and authority via shetach-arraigned marriages from the Father to house all these sister wives. Soon, very soon He is returning, not to place us in separate countries, states or counties. No! He is returning to bring us all under one roof, both the resurrected born again believers of the past, as well as the present.

Verse 4 of John 14 tells us that we know the way and the place. While Yahshua is the way, the truth and the life for sure, do most believers know the place? The place is the New Jerusalem above that will descend and is the house with many rooms, where the wedding suppers of the Lamb will occur. And we shall dwell in the HOUSE of MARYAH forever! Note also in John 14 verse 5 that Thomas admitted that ALL THE DISCIPLES did not know where He was going. They did not know that He was going to prepare a HOUSE with many rooms for their eternal immortal abode, after their resurrection and glorification. Note that Thomas was not referring to himself but to all believers. Clearly from all these Scriptures we see that the bride while collectively one family, are many and that the pattern for successful plural living has been revealed, if we desire to have our spiritual eyes opened.

That’s not to say that this arrangement will be the easiest on humanity’s flesh and that it won’t have many challenges to overcome. Surely it will indeed. But it is as much the pattern for YHWH’s eternal abode with His people, as was the wilderness Tabernacle, which Moses did not construct on a whim. Moses was commanded to construct it based on the pattern that he received by revelation in the Mount of Sinai.

Hebrews-8:5 reinforces the truth that the earthly image must resemble the house with many rooms that Messiah has been constructing for the past 2,000 years.

Who serves the image and shadow of heavenly things? This means we are to house our wives after the pattern and image of what our Savior is constructing in the heavens. The end of the verse says “see that you make ALL THINGS according to the pattern.” Therefore debate may rage on the best way to house and accommodate plural families, but if we want to build the love and the interaction
that Yahshua wants to instill in us, we must see that we follow the pattern that Yahshua showed us both in the construction of the wilderness Tabernacle, as well as the heavenly house of His father.

Stop and search you heart. Have you taken the easier road and the road where you figured less could go wrong? Well that’s a nice logical sentiment, but still is an act of disobedience to Messiah in light of what we have learned from His Word and in light of what He taught us. Remember when we obey and follow the pattern not only the wives learn to forsake jealousy and competition, but the man is raised up and prepared for ministry, as when a man knows how to oversee a home flock he is truly prepared for congregational shepherding.

This is the reason that Revelation 19: 7 (Reyna Valera Spanish KJV) in some translations refers to the marriage SUPPERS of the Lamb, as He consummates in a personal supper with each of His brides in the PRIVATE chamber, that He has sovereignly and lovingly provided.

Again when Yahushua calls us into his ONE HOUSE, HE assigns the Yichud rooms, the brides do not choose them! He makes the assignments for all eternal living arrangements. Moreover, He does not allow each bride that makes up THE ONE HOUSE of Messiah’s Father, to have separate accommodations. How then can the true love develop between brethren, who may dwell in equal but separate accommodations? That used to be called Jim Crow segregation. Separate but equal. Not civil and not right.

Can you imagine a worship service where each believer is leading their own SEPARATE service while claiming to be one body in unity? That’s would mean none, or limited interaction among believers, just what the devil desires. That’s NOT biblical plural marriage, but serial monogamy. I believe the “separate houses” rule came from Mohammed as seen in the Koran and was practiced by a segment of society divorced from Torah grounding and training.

So having sister wives, especially in one house, will be an adjustment for all; but I am more convinced than ever that the individual must die to self, for the tribe/clan/nuclear family in Israel to thrive. If a man tries to save his life, he will lose it and if he loses it for Yahushua's sake and the gospel’s sake, he/she will find it. All I hear both in the world and in religious circles, is that the wives need bigger rooms, cars, houses, separate this and separate that. This is the WAY OF THE WORLD. I have shown above beyond debate, that the PATTERN for Spirit led godly plural families is not found in a compound, or in some people’s ideas for living arrangements. Like the wilderness Tabernacle [all rooms under ONE HOUSE], the pattern was shown to us by Yahushua and it has nothing at all to do with personal preferences, choices, or needs of the "individuals," ; rather it is about a willingness to trust Yahushua to mold potential adversaries into one loving and supportive kingdom unit! The kingdom will be administered by the 12 apostles ruling over the 12 FAMILIES-CLANS of GREATER-EXPANDED Israel. This will not happen if Yahushua is planning to place us all on Mt. Moriah, while we are planning for our wives to be in different states, cities and counties! Then in the millennium Torah will go forth from just one place and one house. Mt. ZION! Selah.
Believing Israelite Women Working Outside the Home?

Seems to me from Proverbs 31 and other references the woman's CAREER involves child rearing, home rearing and family BUSINESS-$$$$$, where the woman is allowed to be a business woman for sure, working for and under the covering of her husband. This is the ideal high calling for ladies of faith. Understandably there are times of abuse and neglect under a jerk, where the woman has to allow a man to lord it over her in the marketplace, for the sake of mere survival.

However, the idea of women SERVING-SLAVING for other business men in the marketplace is simply and at the core un-biblical and is an inherited gentile custom of the end time nations. Either we follow the Proverbs 31 pattern or not. Of course, I refer to married women, not singles, who may have to work outside the home, thanks to the state system. Ahh.... just the way this mono crazed culture wants it. Israelite women with their hands open waiting for "BIG MAMA" state to help them survive, instead of hooking up with a patriarchal Israelite family, where her needs can be taken care of in a loving, NON-BEGGING Torah environment by the priesthood of the set apart covenant priest-husband of the home!